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Background. Classic hospital information technology (it) systems are being upgraded to new functional levels due to the 
rapid evolution and introduction into everyday operation emerging solutions based on machine learning (Ml), artificial intelligence 
(ai), augmented reality (aR) and large language models (llM), including the famous ChatGPt.
Objectives. the objective of the study was identification of potential practical applications of emerging it solutions to various aspects 
of identified routine activities of iCts, including hospital hygiene improvement, antibiotic stewardship adherence and vaccination en-
forcement and popularisation.
Material and methods. Related merit and legally defined duties of infection control teams (iCts) at Polish hospitals were examined and 
compared against the capabilities of emerging it solutions.
Results. it presents as inevitable that personal universal ai-based virtual assistant of medical staff, melting together modern broadband 
wireless connection to expanding it infrastructure and its new emerging solutions, including Ml, llM and already relatively inexpen-
sive aR tools, will revolutionise the everyday practice of hospital epidemiology.
Conclusions. it is foreseeable that in the near future, all hospital it tools will present a single coherent solution oriented on the com-
mon goal of achieving maximal patient health and staff safety, providing holistic, individualised, continuous and omnipresent support 
to Hospital infection Control teams, every other member of the hospital staff, all hospitalised patients, as well as their accompanying 
persons.
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Background

traditional information storing and processing relies on in-
put and interpretation performed manually by trained medical 
staff, which is time-consuming, often rich in mechanical errors 
and can, to a significant degree, be subjective [1]. in contrast to 
that, information technology (it) promises development of au-
tomated data input and tracing [2] along with more reliable and 
predictable processing tools [1], making it possible for medical 
professionals to make decisions [3]. Modern medicine relies not 
only on proper implementation of the already available knowl-
edge and established best standards but also on the everlasting 
demand for innovation required for their advancement, aiming 

at improvement of the patients’ quality of life and their medi-
cal safety [4]. the personalised care model expected by patients 
nowadays is possible to introduce into medical practice only 
based on implementation of wide it solutions, allowing the 
medical staff to keep up with the fast-paced flow of information 
and innovation [5].

Medical informatics can serve the improvement of informa-
tion management, facilitation of communication and deploy-
ment of new solutions in both clinical practice and research 
activities [6]. Managing information systems in medical settings 
needs to encompass recording, storing, altering, utilising, secur-
ing and making available [7] information resulting both directly 
from working with the patient, in case of clinical information 
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systems (CiS), and from routine running of a medical facility, 
in case of resources allocation, technical maintenance and fi-
nancial systems [8]. Conventional medical expert systems are 
computer algorithms operating on the basis of rigid sets of rules 
derived from existing, already well-established, general medi-
cal knowledge on the topic in question that are then utilised to 
suggest conclusions based on data input on a given concrete 
clinical case [9]. there are growing tendencies to use informa-
tion technology-based networked solutions for remote keeping 
of medical records [10], diagnostics, monitoring and facilitation 
of communication [11], but their introduction is slowed because 
of low levels of digital literacy, especially in older age groups, 
not only in the case of patients but also medical staff [12]. nev-
ertheless, the spreading use of electronic health records (eHR) 
facilitates data processing algorithm applications as a source of 
a large quantity of high quality medical content that presents 
as highly valuable big data set for machine learning [13]. Due 
to novel algorithms and their innovative applications, growing 
storage capacity and low cost rising available computational 
power, machine learning identifies new rules that predict highly 
reliable outcomes based on analysis of millions of complex, not 
uniform, unstructured – or “raw” – and seemingly not caus-
ally connected observation data, which in medicine translates 
into improved monitoring, prognostic and diagnostic accuracy 
[9]. artificial neural networks (ann) [14] are built so that the 
algorithms sifting through large training datasets are first able 
to recognise patterns and correlations then correct them, and 
next build upon the output of the first successful round next 
layer of identified patterns and correlations, producing, in the 
end, a self-evolving multi-layered model [9] that provides highly 
accurate predictions for concrete clinical case problems of high 
complexity [15]. 

Machine learning (Ml) has already proven its usefulness in 
medicine, mainly in medical image-based diagnostics, including 
radiology imaging, like X-ray [13] or computed tomography (Ct) 
[1], magnetic resonance imaging (MRi) [16] and interpretation 
of visual images of skin pathologies [17]. new fields of medical 
applications of these technologies are invented, from expedited 
and deepened education of medical staff [5], automated pool-
ing data from multiple scientific studies for elevated-level analy-
ses [18], optimisation of drugs and medical equipment supply 
chain and logistics [19], designing and coordinating take-back 
programmes for unused medications [20] to making drug sup-
ply chains counterfeit-proof [21]. by lowering the threshold of 
entry cost into research, that now can utilise the already existing 
large datasets for analyses by multiple research projects, ma-
chine learning also provides new hopes to people suffering from 
numerous diseases that, even if put together, affect a small part 
of the general population (ailments affecting 1 per 2,000 people 
constitute rare diseases according to the definition adopted by 
the european union) [22] or diseases affecting mainly the popu-
lations of poor countries, which have been thus far orphaned by 
the mainstream of the medical scientific community and indus-
try as economically unattractive [23]. For over a decade now, 
artificial neural networks are being prepared to replace [24], 
or at least support, medical staff in the clinical diagnostic pro-
cess [25], in fields ranging from microscopic cytology [26] and 
intestinal capsule image analysis [27] to coronary heart disease 
[28]. infectious diseases and epidemiology applications include 
tuberculosis diagnosis [29] and prompt recognition of infections 
in closely monitored patients [30].

artificial intelligence (ai) technologies, defined as a “branch 
of computer science that simulates intelligent behaviour in com-
puters” [31] present the biggest innovation of the 21st century, 
and as such, they challenge the established standards, verified 
solutions and well-known societal patterns, which in the field 
of modern medicine, translates into making many of the exist-
ing approaches and technologies obsolete and forces medical 
staff to adapt new habits and unlearn old ones, as well as de-
mands from managerial staff to allocate substantial expenses 

on new hardware, software and staff training [4]. the rapid de-
velopment of ai is enabled thanks to transfer learning, which is 
a machine learning technique that allows one to build upon the 
basis of an already existing pre-trained model that has already 
learned basic aim-relevant features from a large dataset differ-
ent from the target dataset it was planned to actually operate 
on and which can then be fine-tuned on a much smaller special-
ised dataset for a chosen specific task [13]. at the current stage 
of ai application development, human supervision is still need-
ed, but the door for their use has already been opened; thus, it 
is crucial to foresee the real benefits of this emerging technol-
ogy in health activities. However, the major obstacle is medical 
professionals’ scepticism or lack of knowledge and readiness to 
adopt the use of ai-based technologies in their practice [32].

the ai-based solutions often adapt the shape of agent-
based systems (abS) designed to interact with users and au-
tonomously solve well-defined problems of different levels of 
complexity, which can be linked to communicate and cooperate 
in the form of multi-agent systems (MaS) in order to be able to 
address more diverse challenges [33]. Dynamically developing 
conversational large language models (llM), similar to the well-
known ChatGPt, bring the potential benefits to everyday health 
promotion, medical education, research and practice, includ-
ing: faster scientific and science popularising writing that can 
be individually addressing at a time people belonging to wider 
and more varied audiences; individual and problem-oriented 
approach to medicine learning; improvements in healthcare 
research with rapid theoretical and experimental data collec-
tion, aggregation, analysis and presentation, leaving scientific 
staff more time for creative activities; better organised, less 
bureaucratic and cheaper in operation patient-oriented health 
care demanding a low entry-level of health literacy and comput-
er literacy and, at the same time, promoting their elevation in 
ways easily adapted by patients and medical staff [34]. ai-based 
solutions optimise capturing data on health and disease states, 
enhance the flow and analysis of clinical information and open 
the opportunity for the introduction of a personalised approach 
to patients in medicine at a low cost and despite increasing year 
to year medical staff shortages [35]. 

augmented Reality (aR) is defined as “physical reality in 
which participants also see virtual elements (...) allowing for the 
creation of links, direct or triggered by user interaction with the 
device, between the real world and the information generated 
by a device or electronic information” and can be working inde-
pendently (using own positioning data for orientation and an-
choring in space) or in connection with markers (using beacons 
or bar codes), projections (using light beam-based interactions) 
or overlaps (replacing chosen real-world objects) [36]. Commer-
cially available aR equipment, based on head-mounted displays 
like Google Glass and Microsoft Hololens, was first introduced 
in industry but also in medical imaging and the branches of 
medicine intertwined and overlapping with it, including inter-
ventional radiology [37]. although the comparably high cost and 
early advancement stage of technology development, resulting 
in short battery life, limited storage capacity and fast visual 
strain in operators, prevented the wide popularisation of aR in 
medicine thus far, it has already revealed considerable poten-
tial, especially in surgical specialties, motor function rehabilita-
tion, telemedicine and skill training of medical staff [38].

Hospital infection control faces new challenges that place 
considerable strain on the provision of already scarce health 
services, including rapid migrant influxes resulting from a wide 
variety of recently emerging crises that demand relevant, pro-
portionate and targeted actions and thus novel preparedness 
approaches for prevention and management of possible mas-
sive communicable disease outbreaks, precipitated by patho-
gens both well-known and untypical for a given location [39].

the computerisation of various areas of hospital operation 
has progressed at various paces over the last few decades, and 
it is currently gaining additional momentum due to the ap-
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proaching, though postponed in Poland several times in the 
past, statutory deadline for introducing the obligation to keep 
all medical records solely in electronic form [40]. the forced mi-
gration of medical document circulation to an exclusively digital 
form gives Polish hospitals an unprecedented opportunity to 
introduce advanced it solutions that can be used not only to 
conduct and control ongoing diagnostics and therapy of indi-
vidual patients, as well as a basis for settlements with payers of 
medical services, but also for the broadly understood needs of 
epidemiological supervision [41]. 

there are numerous challenges any modern hospital cur-
rently needs to meet in terms of epidemiology. one of the 
biggest is limiting the number of hospital infections, especially 
those caused by antibiotic-resistant microorganisms. the tasks 
of an epidemiology specialist working in an inpatient healthcare 
facility and an epidemiological nurse in Poland are mainly re-
lated to the issues of nosocomial infections, occurrence of alert 
pathogens and participation in the processes of optimising the 
way health services are provided, with particular emphasis on 
the rationalisation of antibiotic therapy. this is due to a number 
of applicable legal regulations [41].

Material and methods

in order to evaluate the potential impact of emerging in-
formation technologies (it), including machine learning (Ml), 
artificial intelligence (ai) and augmented reality-based (aR) so-
lutions, on the work of infection control teams, including antibi-
otic therapy optimisation, reduction of alert pathogen infections 
and vaccination popularisation, the legal regulations currently 
in force in Poland were analysed to identify the scope of the 
tasks of the Hospital infection Control team and then compared 
against the literature review-founded concepts of known and 
predicted medical implementations of emerging it tools.

the study received a positive opinion from the wrocław 
Medical university ethics Committee (kb-525/2022).

Results

infection control teams (iCt) are created to support and 
monitor the implementation of infection control guidelines in 
healthcare facilities [42]. in Poland, their work and cooperation 
with other entities is regulated not only by professional stan-
dards but also by numerous intertwined and often amended 
or replaced legal regulations, which include in particular: the 
act on preventing and combating infections and infectious dis-
eases in humans [43], the Regulation of the Minister of Health 
on the qualifications of members of the hospital infection con-
trol team [44], the Regulation of the Minister of Health on the 
scope, method and frequency of internal control in the area of 
implementation of activities preventing the spread of infections 
and infectious diseases [45], the Regulation of the Minister of 
Health on the method of documenting the implementation of 
activities preventing the spread of infections and infectious dis-
eases and the conditions and period of storage of this documen-
tation [46], the Regulation of the Minister of Health on the list 
of alarm factors, registers of nosocomial infections and alarm 
factors, as well as reports on the current epidemiological situa-
tion of a hospital [47], the Regulation of the Minister of Health 
on the method of keeping the register of infectious diseases 
and the period of storage of data contained in this register [48], 
the Regulation of the Minister of Health on infectious diseases 
resulting in the obligation of hospitalisation, isolation at home, 
quarantine or epidemiological supervision [49], the Regulation 
of the Minister of Health on reporting suspected and diagnosed 
infections, infectious diseases and deaths due to them [50], the 
Regulation of the Minister of Health on reporting the results of 
tests for biological pathogens in humans [51].

according to Polish law, a special place is reserved in the 
structure of the hospital for the Hospital infection Control team 
operating under the supervision of a specialist in the field of epi-
demiology [44]. its tasks include: consulting cases of people sus-
pected of infection or infectious disease and those diagnosed 
with infection or infectious disease, as well as documenting the 
actions taken; staff training in hospital infection control; devel-
oping and updating a system for preventing and combating nos-
ocomial infections; conducting internal control of actions taken 
to prevent the spread of infections and infectious diseases; pe-
riodically presenting the results and conclusions of this internal 
audit to the head of the hospital and the Committee of noso-
comial infections Control. the Committee evaluates the internal 
control results presented by the Hospital infection Control team 
and is responsible for: developing plans and directions for the 
system of preventing and combating nosocomial infections and 
developing and updating standards for pharmacoprophylaxis 
and pharmacotherapy of infections and infectious diseases in 
the hospital [43].

the hospital it system should support the effective per-
formance of tasks by the Hospital infection Control team and 
ensure safety of resulting documentation [46]. in particular, de-
velopment and updating of the system for preventing and com-
bating nosocomial infections requires the hospital it system to 
ensure effective communication between various units within 
the hospital and, in particular, prompt delivery of updated rel-
evant algorithms and procedures to all employees included in 
them [41].

internal control of activities undertaken in the hospital to 
prevent the spread of infections and infectious diseases in-
cludes: assessing the risk of infection related to the provision 
of health services; monitoring alert pathogens and infections 
related to the provision of health services in the scope of ser-
vices provided; developing, implementing and supervising pro-
cedures to prevent infections and infectious diseases related 
to the provision of health services; the use of individual and 
collective protection measures to prevent the transmission of 
biological pathogens to others; performing laboratory tests and 
analyses of the local epidemiological situation in order to op-
timise perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis (PaP) and antibiotic 
therapy [45].

the hospital it system should facilitate the routine assess-
ment of the risk of infection associated with the provision of 
health services. Conducting an ongoing assessment of the risk 
of infection when patients are admitted to the hospital may be 
facilitated by collecting and pre-documenting the epidemio-
logical interview in the form of electronic questionnaires to be 
completed by patients on their own, supplemented by sets of 
templates and checklists available for medical staff, taking into 
account key issues. the hospital it system can – by generating 
current and periodic summaries – facilitate the assessment of 
the adequacy of ordering screening tests in risk groups, moni-
toring the use of invasive procedures and the use of antibiotics 
in hospital units. Support of the it system is also necessary for 
planning and verification of performance and evaluation of the 
results of periodic assessments of cleanliness of rooms, equip-
ment and touchable surfaces [41].

Monitoring of alert pathogens and infections related to the 
provision of health services in the scope of services provided 
[47] should be supported by a hospital it system – facilitating the 
processes of registration of nosocomial infections by physicians 
managing patients and registration of alert pathogens based on 
the results of microbiological tests enriched with an in-depth in-
terview from the patient [48]. the data obtained by the person-
nel should, to a large extent, be entered in a structured form, 
enabling computer processing of the collected data in order to 
automatically generate basic reports presenting the current epi-
demiological situation. ongoing analysis of the results of micro-
biological tests for the presence of alert pathogens in the materi-
als collected for these tests, both in patients with nosocomial 
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infections and carriers, should also take into account the use of 
the hospital it system for quick transmission of test results. Com-
plex activities enabling the preparation of microbiological maps 
of hospital units can be planned, coordinated and analysed in 
practice only by means of an it system [41].

Reporting is one of the basic and routine duties of a physi-
cian specialist in the field of epidemiology – these include pe-
riodic reports on the occurrence of nosocomial infections and 
alert pathogens in the hospital, as well as reports applicable in 
the event of a suspected or occurrence of an epidemic outbreak, 
as well as on preventing a possible outbreak [47]. Physicians are 
obliged to report infectious diseases demanding hospitalisation, 
isolation, quarantine or epidemiologic supervision [49], as well 
as certain cases of suspected and diagnosed infections, infec-
tious diseases and deaths due to them [50], and laboratories 
have a similar obligation regarding the results of tests for bio-
logical pathogens in humans [51], of which the infection control 
team is informed. the hospital it system should support the ef-
ficient collection and aggregation of data necessary to prepare 
these reports, because, in their case, there are time frames, 
especially narrow for the initial report on the suspicion or oc-
currence of an epidemic outbreak, for which there is only 1 day 
left to prepare [41].

Developing, implementing and supervising procedures to 
prevent infections and infectious diseases related to the pro-
vision of health services requires coordination of activities be-
tween various units within the hospital involved in tasks in the 
field of skin and mucous membranes or other tissue decontami-
nation, medical devices and their equipment, as well as area of 
rooms and devices. this requires the development, implemen-
tation, monitoring of compliance in practice and periodic up-
dating of numerous infection reduction procedures and training 
of hospital staff. the hospital it system should enable the staff 
involved in the update process to have free access to sources of 
legal information and repositories of scientific publications and 
national and international guidelines, as well as internal reports 
on the epidemiological situation of the hospital, and should 
then work together on shared documents [41].

Procedures for washing and disinfecting hands and the use 
of personal and collective protective equipment to prevent the 
transmission of biological pathogens to other people should be 
promoted, among others by means of initial training and peri-
odic refresher training using e-learning, and in practice moni-
tored both directly and by means of indirect indicators [52] that 
can be provided by the hospital it system, such as the amount 
of cleaning and disinfecting agents and personal and collective 
protection equipment used by a given hospital unit with regard 
to the number of staff, patients and activities carried out requir-
ing the use of hand hygiene and personal protective equipment 
[41]. in a similar way, the hospital it system can support the 
functioning of procedures relating to the decontamination [53] 
of hospital rooms and utility equipment, as well as the handling 
of hospital linen and waste [54], in accordance with current 
legal regulations [55]. education of hospital staff on the prin-
ciples of prevention and conduct in the event of occupational 
exposure to blood or other potentially infectious materials that 
may transmit infection with blood-borne viruses [56], as well 
as ongoing monitoring of the occurrence of these phenomena, 
should be supported by the hospital it system – respectively in 
the form of cyclical training using e-learning and a system ag-
gregating data on possible cases. Computer records of informa-
tion on vaccinations of hospital staff should enable automatic 
generation of messages in the absence of vaccinations required 
or recommended at a given workplace [57]. the principles of 
isolation of patients who have been diagnosed with an infec-
tion, as well as those at an increased risk of infection, should 
use data already entered into the hospital it system. this system 
should also support the process of identifying and suppressing 
epidemic outbreaks, including ongoing analysis of available 
medical data and automatically generating messages in the 

event of circumstances that may indicate the occurrence of such 
an outbreak, including the parallel occurrence of the same set 
of symptoms or obtaining an identical result of a microbiologi-
cal test in a predetermined number of different patients within 
the hospital, or possibly an increase in the demand for certain 
groups of drugs, in particular antibiotics. the hospital it system 
should provide the medical staff with the current criteria for the 
diagnosis of nosocomial infections, including the definition of 
their clinical forms, as well as data on how to deal with infec-
tions with multidrug-resistant strains of microorganisms. the 
hospital information system can also support the management 
of a patient’s death due to an infectious disease by suggesting 
the appropriate course of action to the hospital staff, including 
restrictions on post-mortem examination or release of the body 
to the family for burial. the principles of proper conduct in the 
case of procedures with a high risk of hospital infection, such as 
inserting and maintaining catheters of blood vessels or urinary 
tracts, should be popularised in the form of e-learning train-
ing available as part of the hospital it system, and the possible 
occurrence of complications of the implemented procedure 
should be recorded by this system and included in the form of 
automatically generated current and periodic reports. the hos-
pital it system also has an important role to play in preventing 
the growth of drug resistance of microorganisms by applying 
the principles of rational antibiotic therapy, e.g. enabling the ag-
gregation of data on the diagnoses established by doctors, the 
fact of implementing antibiotic treatment, taking into account 
its type and intensity in individual patients and its consistency 
within groups of patients with the same diagnosis, as well as 
the performance or non-performance of microbiological tests 
and their possible results – and finally, a comparison of all listed 
circumstances with the relevant hospital guidelines [41].

 Polish legal regulations recognise among the biggest pub-
lic health threats [58] the emergence of antibiotic resistance 
in microorganisms and the urgent need to prevent this [59]. as 
part of preventing the growth of drug resistance of microorgan-
isms in the hospital, it is important to optimise the principles 
of perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis (PaP) and the typically 
used antibiotic treatment [59]. this is achieved by analysing 
epidemiological data, with particular emphasis on the results 
of microbiological tests of materials collected from patients of 
various hospital units and sometimes also materials collected 
from the hospital environment or from hospital staff. the hos-
pital it system can significantly support the planning and coor-
dination of the above activities, as well as the aggregation of 
the obtained data, their analysis and subsequent presentation 
in categories typically used in epidemiology: people, places and 
time. as part of this system, information should be provided to 
medical staff on the availability of antibiotics in accordance with 
the formulary, restrictions on the use of selected antibiotics and 
guidelines for antibiotic therapy in typical situations – as well as 
the possibility for staff to submit comments on an ongoing ba-
sis, which facilitates periodic updating of the hospital formulary 
and therapeutic guidelines [41].

Periodic presentation by the Hospital infections Control 
team of the results and conclusions from the internal control 
of measures taken to prevent the spread of infections and in-
fectious diseases to the hospital manager and the Hospital in-
fections Committee [43] requires support from the hospital it 
system, providing tools for obtaining the necessary data from 
the relevant employees in the least possible cumbersome way, 
taking into account the import of data previously entered into 
the system, tools for efficient aggregation of reported data, in 
particular those compiled routinely, as well as facilitating the 
export of data in a form that allows for their presentation [41].

in a modern hospital, staff training in the field of nosoco-
mial infection control requires basing it to a large extent on 
the hospital it system [60] – each member of the hospital staff 
should have continuous, unlimited and easy access to the cur-
rent computer knowledge base on how to prevent nosocomial 
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possibly dysfunctional solutions once introduced are difficult to 
be changed or replaced later [81]. nevertheless, the forced mi-
gration of the circulation of medical documents to a digital form 
gives hospitals an unprecedented opportunity to introduce it 
solutions that can be used not only to conduct and control cur-
rent diagnostics and therapy of individual patients and as the 
basis for settlements with payers of medical services, thus im-
proving quality and safety of medical services [82], but also for 
the broadly understood needs of the so-called digital epidemi-
ology that utilises a wide spectrum of data generated primarily 
for purposes other than those of public health [83], including 
administrative health data [84] and syndromic tracking [85] and 
other more classic forms of epidemiological supervision, in par-
ticular detecting nosocomial infections, practical implementa-
tion of the principles of rational antibiotic therapy and ongoing 
analysis of treatment quality indicators and pharmacoeconomic 
parameters [41]. Moreover, modern tools of hospital epidemiol-
ogy, like electronic hand hygiene monitoring, generate and ac-
cumulate large amounts of data [86]. Consequently, in addition 
to equipping the hospital it system with appropriate tools for 
statistical analysis, generating reports, graphic representations 
and data export, along with training the epidemiologists in pro-
cessing data [87], large scale data analyses [88] and interpre-
tation of such studies [89], it is also necessary to care for the 
design of the system database in a way that allows for the col-
lection of data in a form that permits their automatic processing 
to the greatest extent possible – in particular discrete values, 
codes and classifications, imported directly from their places of 
origin, which are currently more and more often automated sys-
tems producing and able to share digital data compared to the 
manual input of human operators [11]. Proper coding of medi-
cal data is crucial for its use in computer information systems 
[90]. However, in striving to minimise the share of continuous 
text in the collected data, as it is still of little use for automated 
analyses, moderation should be exercised, as routinely entering 
a significant part of data in numerical form or their codification 
is burdensome for medical personnel and may result in limiting 
the amount of important information entered into the hospital 
it system in general, its inadequacy or repeated cliché inputs, 
which is undesirable due to the evidentiary role of medical re-
cords [7]. working with the hospital it system cannot require 
the epidemiologist to routinely use the support of it special-
ists, but the it systems need to be seamlessly incorporated into 
everyday working routines and able to independently facilitate 
them where possible [41].

efficient computerisation is a complicated and highly de-
manding process – both when it concerns individual elements 
of the healthcare system and its large functional blocks, often 
with many drawbacks on the way [91]. if it is successful, it brings 
hope for a significant improvement of activities in multiple fields 
on many levels [68], including hospital epidemiology; however, 
this is significantly hindered by the conditions and limitations of 
information processing specific to medical facilities [65], which 
entails numerous risks that have been recognised and fought 
against successively for many years now [92]. Data acquisition 
for hospital epidemiology and infection control purposes, espe-
cially in the case of using internet-of-things (iot) network-con-
nected tools [93], behaviour monitoring systems [94], real-time 
locating systems for contact tracing [95] or even seemingly sim-
ple electronic hand hygiene monitoring, may lead to numerous 
problems, including generating additional costs that need to be 
reallocated from elsewhere or autonomy, privacy and confiden-
tiality issues [96, 97].

Despite limited resources, especially staff shortages, the 
role of healthcare epidemiology and hospital infection control 
is expanding [98], as are the respective standards and demands 
imposed by the rising number and size of Polish legal regula-
tions [43–51, 55, 58, 59, 79]. analysis of the emerging capabili-
ties of new information technology (it) solutions in comparison 
to current it applications and the demands of hospital epide-

infections, taking into account the hospital’s current in the field 
of algorithms and procedures, as well as participate in a con-
tinuing education programme based on e-learning technology, 
ensuring participation in cyclical training courses providing up-
to-date knowledge in this area [41].

Consultation of persons suspected of infection or infectious 
disease or those diagnosed with infection or infectious disease 
may be based on the results of tests available remotely [11] and 
can take place, particularly in large hospitals with a dispersed 
structure or between branches [61], especially in the initial 
phase, with the use of teleconferences or teleconsultations, 
supported by the hospital it system, securely transmitted be-
tween medical data units, as it is already practiced by multiple 
medical specialties [62–64] – which is conducive to the speed 
of response to the occurring circumstances and changes in the 
epidemiological situation [41].

effective documentation of the activities of the members 
of the Hospital infection Control team should be supported by 
a hospital it system that meets the requirements necessary to 
keep medical records only in electronic form and support for 
the digitisation of incoming documents in a non-digital form, 
eliminating the need to work with paper documents [65]. the 
reliability of the data stored in the hospital it system must meet 
the requirements relevant to the evidence material that can be 
used in the event of any court proceedings [66].

infectious disease epidemics that not only spread among 
patients but also involve hospital personnel, as it was demon-
strated during the CoViD-19 pandemic as well as numerous flu 
seasons, pose a significant threat to the continuity of provision 
of health services due to medical staff shortages and present as 
a big challenge to the Hospital infection Control team struggling 
to limit them [67]. this results in the crucial need for efficient 
strategic partnership between the Hospital infection Control 
team and various other units at the hospital that undertake 
joint actions aimed at enforcing mandatory vaccinations [68] 
using legal regulations for the benefit of the community health, 
as well as promoting the recommended elective vaccinations, 
especially flu vaccinations, among the hospital staff [69]. the in-
tertwined ubiquitous it systems of the hospital [70] can become 
a powerful platform for communication of various intensity of 
persuasion, ranging from just providing objective information 
to pervasive pro-health and suggestive and emotion-oriented 
advertising [71].

Discussion

the computerisation of various areas of hospital operation 
has been progressing in almost all countries of the world [72] at 
a different pace over the last few decades [66], and in Poland, it 
is currently gaining additional momentum due to the approach-
ing, postponed several times in the past, statutory deadline 
for introducing the obligation to keep medical records solely in 
electronic form. Many other countries are currently in a similar 
situation, but some are more advanced and already guarantee 
citizens not only fully computerised storing and processing of 
their medical data [73] but also full and timely access to all of 
it [74]. unfortunately, improving hospital performance with 
information technologies is not an easy task [75], and simply 
providing medical professionals with access to a patient’s full  
history does not automatically translate into savings of time 
and money in the healthcare system [76], especially concerning 
limiting the demand for new tests [77]. Successful implementa-
tion of a hospital information system demands from healthcare 
workers motivation, adding additional effort and flexibility [78]. 
as a rule, in Poland, medical records shall already be kept in 
electronic form and may be kept in paper form only if a specific 
provision of law so provides or organisational and technical con-
ditions prevent keeping records in electronic form [79]. Health-
care information technologies need to be chosen wisely [80], as 
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